WORKSHOP OUTLINE
INFRASTRUCTURE SUSTAINABILITY FOR MANAGERS
Aim
By the end of this workshop, participants should be able to implement best practice to achieve sustainability
goals and objectives and lead a culture which actively supports teams to deliver an IS rating.

Workshop Benefits
This short interactive course is for managers looking to apply practical tools and best practice principles to
successfully deliver an IS rating. Benefit from lessons learned through case studies and real project examples.
You can leave with an action-ready implementation plan to lead your team in achieving IS success.

Content
What is Infrastructure Sustainability
•
•
•

Defining infrastructure sustainability
Value of sustainability over the asset lifecycle
Benefits of early engagement with ISCA

The IS rating scheme
•
•
•

Tool framework
The rating process
Trends and traction in ANZ

A tool kit for leading an IS rating
•
•

Key challenges reported by project teams
Principles for best practice sustainability
leadership

Duration
3 hours

Learning Objectives
•

•

•

Define the benefits of setting sustainability
goals and objectives at the outset of your
project
Identify the stages of an IS rating and describe
the trends and traction of IS for similar asset
classes in ANZ
Apply best practice principles to capitalise on
opportunities while anticipating common
issues in delivering IS ratings

“Great conversation amongst our people around
expectations and what the tool can deliver” –
Transport Agency 2016

Audience
Leaders and managers with accountability for
setting and meeting sustainability objectives for
projects or assets pursuing an IS Rating.

“Got a lot out of the session and gained better
understanding of the industry trends and direction we
will need to take.” – Transport Agency 2016

Workshop costs
Members: 2,850 (excl. GST)
Non-members: 3,280 (excl. GST)

Registration details
Visit http://www.isca.org.au/isca-training or email
training@isca.org.au with any further enquiries.

*For up to 15 attendees, excludes travel expenses which are
charged at cost
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